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Control Content Sprawl 
The ability to easily share content and spin up new zones of collaboration (within channels, chats, tabs and inside 

files themselves) is one of Microsoft 365’s greatest strengths. However, as users take advantage of these great 

features, content sprawls uncontrollably across Teams, SharePoint and OneDrive. This sprawl creates a burden on 

IT admins, who need visibility into their data footprint across the Microsoft ecosystem. Using Egnyte in tandem 

with M365 maximizes both flexibility and control. With Egnyte, IT gets real-time visibility into what is being shared 

by whom, while users retain the freedom to work how they want, in the application they need. 

Secure Sensitive Content
For any business, protecting critical content is essential - but is increasingly more difficult as data is spread across 

repositories and geographies. Ransomware, breaches and insider attacks cost time and money and put you at risk 

for noncompliance with regulatory requirements and data-lifecycle policies. Manual processes can not keep up. 

Egnyte’s machine learning-based content intelligence engine automatically classifies sensitive, redundant or 

obsolete content - no matter where it resides. Automatic alerts can also be set up to alert admins of unusual or 

out-of-policy file access or sharing, further securing data. Unlike the myriad plugins and do-it-yourself options 

available to M365 customers, Egnyte is completely turnkey, requiring no specialized training or coding.

Boost User Productivity
While the volume of cloud data is growing all the time, there are still many situations where “cloud only” won’t cut 

it. For example, teams need content cached locally when working on large files or in remote locations with slow 

and inconsistent connectivity. Egnyte continuously syncs to a centralized cloud repository so users can always 

access the latest version, eliminating the time lost searching for the most current version of a file. With Egnyte, 

users have one intuitive, drive-letter interface to find and access all of their content from any application, on any 

device, anytime, anywhere.

Maximize Public Cloud
There are innumerable opportunities to leverage public cloud to improve productivity and reduce cost. However, 

having data spread across multiple repositories often makes it a complex and time-consuming manual process. 

Egnyte makes it easy. Through its native integration with Azure, Egnyte automates the transfer of files and folders 

from all repositories to a low-cost Azure repository without impacting governance, usability or visibility. The same 

integration also gives you access to advanced data-processing services like cognitive compute and cloud-scale 

analytics to run against your content. 

Automate Business Processes 
Content has an impact beyond communications and ad hoc collaboration: it’s the lifeblood of many critical opera-

tional processes. The challenge is, processes can vary dramatically from one industry to another, as well from 

company to company. That’s why it’s common to build custom processes and workflows, integrating across 

third-party applications, with content at the center. Egnyte’s native integration into Microsoft Power Automate, as 

well as leading industry applications like Procore, Orion, Slack, Zoom and many others, allow you to create and 

automate business processes better, faster and cheaper.  
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Egnyte for Microsoft provides comprehensive solutions that help orchestrate the digital workplace. It delivers a 

customizable collaboration environment that enables users to work better together from any location, using any 

device. Additionally, it provides full administrative control over the content residing in the cloud, on–premise or both. 
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